WHY POST?
- Raise the profile of health in the global dialogue on anti-corruption and transparency.
- Bridge ongoing efforts to align anti-corruption, accountability, and transparency measures with health objectives.
- Invite others to participate in shaping the collective conversation and proposed global Network.
- Harness opportunities for collaboration and partnerships across sectors and communities.

The value of a global network comes from the diversity of perspectives, experiences, and sharing it fosters: social media is a great tool to extend the reach and potential impact of this dialogue!

WHAT TO DO
Share why you are here.
- Make it personal – offer your own perspective on why this initiative matters to you and the work you do.
- Encourage others to join the collaboration. This does not have to be a direct invitation. The way you frame the event (the start of an ongoing dialogue, a collaboration across disciplines and countries) lets others know they have something to offer to this nascent initiative. Be sure to tag relevant organizations and influencers!
- Connect our discourse to the larger global discourse. The ultimate goal is to help countries achieve the health and development goals they have committed to. Use hashtags to reiterate the global frameworks (SDGs, UNCAC) and goals/targets (UHC) that this work is for.
- Illustrate the challenge at hand. Consider including an interesting stat or fact where relevant to connect the gaps with the proposed solution.

WHAT NOT TO DO
Share direct quotes made by people in the room.
- All discussions will follow the Chatham House Rule: please feel free to reference the themes and insights gained from a session, but do not reveal the identity or affiliation of those from whom the information was obtained, unless made explicit that it can be shared.
- Share photos of people without consent.
- Do share photos! If you are unsure whether someone would want to be part of a public photo, however, it is best to ask. Be mindful that any captions should follow the Chatham House Rule as well.
- Share highly sensitive information.
- Share photos without consent.
- Do share photos! If you are unsure whether someone would want to be part of a public photo, however, it is best to ask. Be mindful that any captions should follow the Chatham House Rule as well.
- Share highly sensitive information.
- Sharing different views is an important part of an open and meaningful dialogue. Just be mindful of who said what and whether the information was intended for your ears only.

Sample posts
- Exciting discussions underway to form the first #globalnetwork on #ACTA in #healthsystems - forging a new #resfromag and #collectiveaction w/ @UNDP @WHO @GlobalFund
- Start of an important global dialogue at #multistakeholder consultation to build evidence #coordination #innovation and practical solutions to accelerate action on #anticorruption in the #healthsector & #sdgs
- Joining forces with @UNDP @WHO @GlobalFund in the fight against corruption in the health sector. Multistakeholder solutions and a #humanrights based approach are crucial to address this global challenge! #righttohealth
- Bridging agendas on #sdgs3 and #sdg16 today with over 100 partners from govt, civil society, academia to drive a new #globaldialogue and #collectiveresponse on corruption in the #healthsector @UNDP @GlobalFund @iacseries
- Global losses from healthcare fraud and abuse average $455 billion/year. Corruption in #healthsystems disproportionately affects the poor and widens inequality. No country or sector can solve this alone – we need urgent #wholeofsociety action to tackle #corruptioninhealth
- Bring your post to life with a photo! Add your own or click here to use one of ours.
Let relevant movements, organizations, thought leaders, and influencers know about the partnership! Here's a few to get you started.

Let's start with a few organizations:

- International Anti-Corruption Conference (IACC)
- Global Organization of Parliamentarians Against Corruption (GOPAC)
- Open Government Partnership
- Arab Anti-Corruption and Integrity Network (ACINET)
- UNCAC Coalition (civil society coalition)
- UN Global Compact

Here are some initiatives:

- OECD Anti-Corruption and Integrity Forum
- Alliance for Integrity
- UNCAC Coalition (civil society coalition)
- OECD CleanGovBiz
- International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI)
- Open Armenia

Add a tag!

- #globalpartners
- # anticorruption
- # transparency
- # healthforall
- # ACTA
- #sdg16
- # sdg3
- #2030Agenda
- #leaveitnoonebehind
- #opengov
- #globaldev

Achim Steiner, Executive Director, UNDP

António Guterres, UN Secretary-General

Peter Sands, Executive Director, Global Fund

Philipe De Bach, Director, Transparency International

Tedros Adhanom, Director-General, WHO

Patrick Keuleers, Director, Governance and Peacebuilding, UNDP

Agnès Soucat, Director, Health Systems, Governance and Financing, WHO

Ngozi Okonjo Iweala, Board Chair, Gavi

Delia Ferreira, Chair of Transparency International

You could also...

- #corruption
- #healthforall
- #globalpartners
- # anticorruption
- # transparency
- # healthforall
- # righttohealth
- # universalhealthcoverag
- # hls
- # UnitedAgainstCorruption

...or a quote...

"If corruption is a disease, transparency is a central part of its treatment." — Kofi Annan

"A lack of transparency results in distrust and a deep sense of insecurity." — Dalia Lama

"Converting the global anti-corruption momentum into concrete actions will require a concerted effort of all sections of society." — Achim Steiner, Administrator, UNDP

"All forms of corruption at all levels have a negative impact on realization of the right to health." — UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health

"The cost of corruption is most acutely felt by citizens when essential services like health are not delivered, are of poor quality, or made too costly by bribery." — Debbie Wetzel, Senior Director, Governance Global Practice, World Bank Group

"When it comes to health it is not simply transparency for transparency sake. Lives are on the line." — Rachel Cooper, Director, Transparency International Health Initiative

Global average annual losses from healthcare fraud and abuse are estimated at 6.2% of total health expenditures, or $455 billion. (Gee, Burton 2015)

World Bank surveys show that in some countries, up to 80 per cent of non-salary health funds never reach local facilities.

About 140,000 child deaths per year can be attributed to corruption. (Hanf, Vanell, et. al. 2011)

About 10-25% of public procurement costs for drugs are lost to corruption. (U4 2008)

"World Bank surveys show that in some countries, up to 80 per cent of non-salary health funds never reach local facilities.

Add here for more great quotes collected by Transparency International.